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Who Am I
Some personal backgrounds


Current Positions



General Partner, Acorn Campus Taiwan
Chairman and acting CEO, VSense Limited


Semiconductor-based biosensor chip, first ever NTU spin-off

Member, Science and Technology Policy Advisory Council 行政院 科技會報 科技政策諮議委員
 Independent Board Director, DFI 友通資訊獨立董事




Part-time Positions


Volunteer at MOST, NTU, YEF, Garage+, … etc.
Judge at FITI, YEF, TIC 100, 萌芽計畫, 育苗計畫, 價創計畫, 國發基金天使計畫 … etc.
 Adjunct teacher at NTU








Group Dynamics (組織運作導論)
BioDesign (生醫創新與商業化)
Platform Strategy (平台策略)

Previous Positions
Chief Innovation Officer, Biomedical Development Board 生醫產業創新方案執行中心 創新長
Co-founder, Executive VP and CTO of GigaMedia Limited (NASDAQ: GIGM)
 Deputy CEO of NTU EMBA Foundation
 Board director of Gamania (遊戲橘子), SoftStar (大宇) , 重聚典, Cambridge Entertainment Software Limited… etc.
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Culture Shock #1: Highly Complicated Ecosystem
Complex decision making processes, high entry barriers

Patients
Regulatory Bodies

Culture Shock #2: Different Concept of Time
Long development process, huge resources, low probability of success
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Culture Shock #3: Development Methodology
“Ready, Fire, Aim” versus waterfall-based development
Lean Startup Model

FDA Waterfall Model

Culture Shock #4: Average Age of Entrepreneurs
Young and energetic versus seasoned and experienced
Internet Entrepreneurs

Biotech Entrepreneurs
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What Early Stage Teams Have
• Passionate but inexperienced
team
• Minimal business sense
• Developing technology
• Rough product concept
• Work‐in‐progress product
• Incomplete business plan

What Venture Capitalists Want

Entrepreneurs

• Experienced and mature
team
• Strong market orientation
• Proven technology
• Solid product definition
• Established clinical evidence
• Clear go‐to‐market strategy
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Who to look for?
Should you be talking to a venture capitalist or an angel investor?
Angel versus Venture Capital Investments (USD $B)

$8.60

$24.30

VCs

$24.80

Angels

$1.48
$11.40

$8.90

$3.70
SEED

EARLY STAGE

Angel Investments in 2015
• $24.6B
• 71,000 deals
• 305,000 individuals

EXPANSION

$0.60
LATER STAGE

Venture Capital in 2015
• $59.1B
• 4,380 deals
• 718 active VC firms

Where Angel Investors Come In
Individual investors to fund seed / early-stage startups
• Profile of Angel Investors
•
•
•
•
•

Often successful, exited entrepreneurs (85% in US) or retired business persons
Invest both time and money in companies
Invest their own money (not money managers)
Seeking profit, but also fun
Investing in local companies

• Angel Investing Behaviors
• Invest money in seed, startup and early stage companies
• Invest time in entrepreneurs and their companies
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Insights, Experiences and Mentorship
Key success factors for making early stage investments
Entrepreneurial Insights
Ability to see potentials and willingness
invest in early stage projects

Experience and Network
Minimizing startup risks while
maximizing business opportunities

Mentorship
Create value through coaching,
mentoring, enhancing business acumen

How Angels Screen Opportunities
Implications on business scalability
• Angels typically expect 25%+ portfolio ROI
• 1-2 in 10 investments will produce almost all of the ROI for the portfolio
• These successes must yield 20-30X ROI
• And…we cannot pick the winners
• Therefore, all portfolio companies must demonstrate the opportunity for a 20-30X return on
investment
• Angels only invest in companies that will scale
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Impacts of Angel Participation on Exits
Active angel participation in US has strong effects on exit multiples
60

50

High Participation
> 1 visit per month
Avg exit: 4.0 years
Avg return: 3.7x

Percent of Exits

40

30

Low Participation
< 1 visit per month
Avg exit: 3.6 years
Avg return: 1.3x

20

Source:
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•
•
•

117 angel groups
700 angel investors
1,542 exits

< 1X

1X to 5X

5X to 10X

10X to 30X

> 30X

Exit Multiples

Valley of Death for Life Science Startups
Excessive development expenses makes funding for life science much harder

IPO
Second M&A Window

FDA Approval
First M&A Window
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Translation Technology into Product
Which direction to start?

Translation: Technology-Driven Innovation
• Novel technology with broad potential applications
• Availability of skilled personnel with appropriate knowledge and understanding of the market

Research
Innovation

Research

Technology
Validation

Product
Definition

Product
Development

Development

Market
Entry and
Growth

Application

BioDesign: Market-Driven Innovation
• Gaps and unmet clinical needs
• Well-defined market opportunities

Main Translation Challenge
Identifying and defining appropriate application/product for a given technology

• Example: Pregnancy Test
• What are the products that can be derived from Human Chorionic
Gonadotropin hCG test strips?
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Example: Pregnancy Test
The same technology can be translated into different products
For Those Who are Trying to Conceive

For Those Who are Trying NOT to Conceive

Creating Value in Life Science
Source of the “Value” in the current healthcare ecosystem
• Sources of Value Creation
• To solve a “problem,” i.e., unmet clinical needs
• To help healthcare providers to improve the quality of care and cut down the cost

• The value is not only in the actual product itself!
• It lies in how companies integrate information and service to solve larger problems

• Examples of sources for Value Creation
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing operation room efficiency
Reducing length of hospital stays
Avoiding unnecessary re-admissions
Reducing hospital acquired infection
Improving patient’s adherence and satisfaction
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What Do Venture Capitalists Look For?
• Great People
• With a Great Idea or Technology
• Going after a Potentially Large Market
• with
• Focus …
• … Commitment …
• … and a Credible Execution Plan

The Market Test
Does this venture have a large and addressable market?
• Main focus
• Possibility of exit with an IPO within investment horizon with a decent valuation
• Investment Horizon: 5-7 years for Acorn Campus, typically 3-5 years for US VCs, 2-3 years with typical Taiwan VCs
• Decent Valuation: several hundred millions for US capital market, tens of millions for Taiwan stock exchange
• Alternative Exit: merger and acquisitions

• The market for the firm’s products should be big enough and scalable
• A company developing a drug to treat breast cancer is likely to have a bigger market than a company developing a drug
for a disease with only 1,000 sufferers (some counter examples)

• Barriers to entry should not be too high in the firm’s market
• A company that developed a new search engine algorithm does not have much chance against Google
• On the other hand, copy barrier (IP, know-how, access to resources) should be high enough to avoid imitations

• Investor will not define the market for the team
• The team need to come up with the best product / market for its technology
• Projects are evaluated on the merits of the business plan, not the technology
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The Management Test
Does the current management have capabilities to make this business work?
• Ability / personality of the entrepreneur and the synergy of the management team
• This is often evaluated during the process of interaction, without entrepreneurs explicitly knowing it
• Small talks are important

• Repeat entrepreneurs with track records are the easiest to evaluate
• Experienced professionals are also preferred over newbies
• Prepare your resume to enhance your credibility

• Early stage investors may spend quality time with promising entrepreneurs
• Majority of investors will simply walk away from deals with obvious flaws
• If early-stage investors find the team promising but has some fix-able issues, they may choose to help the
team instead of rejecting them

• An often spoken mantra among VC
• I would rather invest in strong management with an average business plan than in average management
with a strong business plan

Evaluating the Business Strategy
Integrated business strategy for life science startups
Clinical Validity

Competition

 Repeatable science

 Value proposition over competition

 Solid and clear need statement

 Current competitors verse those in pipeline

 Product definition and intended use

 Benchmarking opportunities

 Relationship with current standard of care

 M&A opportunities

 Clinical trial design
 CMC/GMP and production uniformity

Regulatory and Reimbursement
 FDA classification and guidance

Life
Science
Strategy

Commercialization
 Addressable market analysis

 Health economics and value-based pricing

 Go-to-market strategy

 Reimbursement strategy

 Publications, conferences, marketing
materials

 Value proposition before and after
reimbursement
 Allowed marketing materials

 Key opinion leaders
 Sales force deployment
 Distribution channels
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Begin with the End in Mind
Market-driven innovation in life sciences
Research

Reimbursement

Technology

Marketing

Bench Testing

Regulatory

Pre‐clinical Trials

Clinical

Clinical Trials

Pre‐clinical

Regulatory

Bench Testing

Marketing

Technology

Reimbursement

Research

Risks and Mitigations
Is the team aware of the risks? How are major risks addressed?

Execution

Market

• Can the team execute on the plan
and within budget in a timely
fashion?

• How big is the market
opportunity? If we make it, will
they come?

Regulatory

• What is the regulatory path‐way?
How about cost of clinical trials?

Reimburse‐
ment

• Will the payer love the
technology? Can the device use
existing reimbursement code?

Competition

• How does the competition
compare in terms of cost and
performance?

Technology

• Is the underlying scientific
principle correct and can be
turned into product?

IP

Financing

• Does the company has freedom to
operate? Can the company block
others from competing?

• Can the company raise enough
money to carry it through the
development phases?
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Opportunities for Value Creation
Re-distributing value activities across the care cycle
Surgical
planning and
navigation

Robot‐assisted
minimally
invasive
surgery

Home care
monitoring
devices

Integrated
sensors to
monitor wear
and tear

Example: Cost Breakdown for Hip Replacement ($70,000)

Identify and Effect Changes Early
Cost of change skyrockets when moving into later development stage
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What Gets Funded
• Scalable Businesses
• Experienced Management Teams
• Growing Markets
• Proprietary & Defensible Technology
• Profitable Economic Model
• Executable Business Plan
• Clear Exit Potential

Changing Trends in Model of Care
Pressures to move toward higher-quality lower-cost models
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Total Care
Managing across the patient pathway presents new opportunities
Non-FDA Regulated

上醫醫未病

中醫醫欲病

FDA Regulated

下醫醫已病

Case Study: Livongo Health
Livongo for Diabetes: smart BG meter, analytics platform, coach team
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